Electron spin resonance studies of dental composites: effects of irradiation time, decay over time, pulverization, and temperature variations.
Polymerization induced by UV-VIS light of composite dental materials produces a solid matrix within which terminal radicals of non-polymerized monomers remain trapped. Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) allowed three different types of radicals to be identified. The analysis of ten normally available commercial products gave information on: (1) the propagation of the conversion reaction as a result of exposure to light; (2) the time necessary for the decay of each type of radical; and (3) the variations with temperature and the effects of shattering on the materials under study. The presence of inorganic filling material slowed the process of polymerization, while it accelerated the decay of radicals. It was suggested that the nature of these processes depended on the composition of the base resin materials, whereas it did not depend on the sizes of the filler particles. Moreover, the complete propagation of the conversion reaction needed a period of light exposure greater than that currently suggested by the manufacturers. The structural stability and the resistance of the composites were confirmed by both the long period of decay and the high temperatures needed to overcome the potential barrier for starting the radical decay process. Finally, the composite shattering investigation indicated that particles removed by surface abrasion experience rapid radical decay, thus reducing the possibility of harmful effects on internal organs.